Q1: Please enter your first and last name.
First Name    Jeanne
Last Name     Napolitano

Q2: Comment:
For over twenty years, the RI State Comp Plan's recommended goal of 10% low or affordable housing be established by every community. Per capita, Newport has over 17%, while neighboring communities have less than 5% and in some cases less than 2%. Some families present extraordinary demands on our educational budget. There are no consequences for not complying, therefore the burden is borne by urban communities who have complied. This needs to be considered in the formula.

Secondly a discussion of a State Teacher's contract should be considered for consistency of salaries/benefits, and curriculum to develop a more efficient and productive outcome for our educational system across the State.

Q3: By submitting this comment, you understand and acknowledge that your name and your comment will become available to the public as part of the public record.
Yes, I understand that my name along with my comment will be part of the public record and will represent me when shared or posted online.